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Abstract 
There are many applications of the multi-agent attitude to the stock market. In this paper we focus on influence of psychological 
analysis on each agent decision making process leading to buying or selling shares. Article inscribes the creation process of 
proper multi-agent system simulating the stock market members, each with its own inner properties and tendencies. Finally the 
implementation of the model in object oriented language is described. The whole model in paper is working with few basic 
entities like participants, decision function, simulation control and reporting module. Participants on the stock market (software 
agents) are affected by the behaviour of surrounding competitors. Each participant has the different set of inner behavioural rules 
of processing his inputs. Developed simulation gives wide range of possible simulation tasks and our future aim is to upgrade it 
to the simulation framework. The main goal of paper is answering the question, how the change in behaviour of watched 
competitors affects the decision making of each single participant (using stochastic approach) and how to use this type of 
simulations in learning process to let students understand psychological aspects of stock market member decision. 
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1. Introduction 
Multiagent systems are used in a many types of simulations, i.e. biology, economics, tourism(Čech, Bureš, 2009). 
The aim of this research is to find effect of environment for agent decision making. For purpose of solving this 
problem application allowing to implement multiagent environment for problem of stock market was created. This 
application allows setting up and starting simulation of stock market with specific parameters and observing results. 
In real systems agent´s environment has influence on its decision. In our survey we will focus on effect on profits of 
agent on stock market and its connection to actions of other agents. 
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2. Stock market and herding behaviour of traders 
Behaviour of stock market and stock prices is very complex (F. Fama, 1965) There are few basic approaches for 
choosing strategy of participants on real markets. We will focus on psychological analysis. Psychology analysis 
deals with human decision making process based on information gained from available environment. This 
environment is composed of other traders who could observe each other. Their behaviour gives information to other 
traders about their strategy and about effect of stock price on their behaviour. With this information traders could be 
able to partially predict development of stock prices and choose their actions. In real systems trader doesn’t have all 
information about other traders. Trader‘s information is always limited thus in simulation trader has information 
only about his near neighbours. 
3. Creating of simulation 
Simulation has been programmed in C# and is inspired by CASM robot model created by Jaqueson Kingeski 
Galimberti (2010)( CASM_Robot NetLogo model and documentation). Reason to choose programming language 
C# instead of NetLogo is its better extensibility and subsequent alteration to more complex program simulating 
another situations than only effect of watched surroundings to agent decision making.  
3.1. Original model 
Original model is created in NetLogo which is program for modelling multiagent systems. (CASM_Robot NetLogo 
model and documentation) Aim of Galimberti research was simulating and observing fluctuation of share prices and 
specially occurrence of bubbles and crashes. To prevent these bubbles and crashes Galimberti implemented into the 
model robots to control stock prices dynamics. “It is almost impossible for an exchange to tell whether a person or 
an algorithm is issuing trades. Under such circumstances, why not use the robot traders as an anti-bubble decoy?“ 
(Suhadolnik, 1998) There are no robots in our simulation. We use only figures from original model to simulate 
development of stock prices. There are few parameters of the model: Fund value, lambda, k. Fundamental value is 
cost of one share in the beginning of simulation. Lambda is effect of difference between fundamental value of share 
and its current value. If lambda has higher value, participants are more inclinable to buy shares if their value is 
higher than its fundamental value. 
Parameter “k” show tendency of participant to “herd behaviour”. If k is equal to 1, tendency to buy or sell share is 
equal to number of neighbours making this action. Participants with higher value of “k” are more influenced by their 
neighbourhood.  
 
Figures for determination of participants actions and share prices are not described in this paper because of limited 
space. More of this functions can be found at (Suhadilnik, 1998) Here is just short summary of figures. Figure for 
counting probability of buying – probability that agent buys share in time t is  
ȫ஻ሺݐሻ ൌ ூܵ஻ሺݐሻఠሺ௧ሻ ή ܵ஻்ሺݐሻଵିఠሺ௧ሻ 
 
Where ூܵ஻ሺݐሻఠሺ௧ሻ is probability of buying based on imitation and ܵ஻்ሺݐሻଵିఠሺ௧ሻ is probability of buying based on 
fundamentals 
 
3.2. Changes in model 
Original model has been extended in a many ways: 
Most important improvement is possibility to study size of watched surroundings and its effect on participant’s 
profits and losses. Application is able to save each participant fund value. Fund value is a positive or negative 
number which shows how successful participant was. Bankruptcy resulting in leaving participant from market is not 
simulated in this version of program. Future extended model should have this feature integrated but for the current 
research bankruptcy is not important.  
 
Another difference between original model and model created in C# is more elaborated individuality of each agent. 
Compared to original version each agent has its own value for parameters: Mi and observable neighbourhood 
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(environment). That should make simulation more realistic because agents are more individual. There is also 
possibility to examine distribution of profits of all agents and test if is this distribution nearly normal or how big 
difference is between distribution of results and normal distribution. All results are in one table and that makes 
following work with results easier. Result table consists of number of agent, profit, characteristics parameters such 
is Mi and number of watched neighbours.  
3.3. Implementation in C# 
 
Figure 1.:  Simulation application class model 
 
Figure 1 shows main class simulation connected with other application classes. The whole simulation is directed by 
Simulation class, which uses AgentGrid class to represent two-dimensional structure filled by agents. 
DecissionFunction class represents mathematical formula used to make decision for each of agent. Stand-alone class 
gives possibility to extend model of new features. StockMarket class represents stock market, which changes price 
of stock dependently on buyers / sellers ratio. ProfitDistribution class is used to create simulation statistics, provide 
data for graphs and tables. This class also can make test for normality of profit distribution. 
4.  Results of simulation 
In this part of paper we show few possible tests of development in stock market and profit of groups of agents 
created in our simulation program. 
4.1. Difference between wide and near environment 
 
Experiment 1  
Model parameter:  
In this experiment 10 000 agents was participanting on stock market. They had same size of neighbourhood 1 that 
means 8 watched neighbors Parameter mi was chosen for each agent from interval 1 to 6. Result was profit of each 
agent. Aim of this simulation was to watch relation between mi value and profit of agents. Results can be seen in 
following table and distribution of profits can be seen on figure 1: 
  
Mi 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Average profit 67,64 68,33 67,52 67,31 68,38 68,70 
Table 1.: Average profit 
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Figure 2.: Result chart 
 
Ftom the results shown in the table x we can see, that there is nearly no difference between agents from groups with 
same value of mi. 
 
Experiment 2 
Model parameter:  
It this experiment 10 000 agents was participating on stock market. They had same value of mi. Size of 
neighbourhood was chosen for each agent from interval 1 to 6. Result was profit of each agent. Aim of this 
simulation was to watch relation between size of watched environment and profit of agents. Results can be seen in 
following table:  
 
Size of neighborhood 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Average profit 68,26 56,63 58,5 58,24 57,43 56,39 
Table 2.: Average profit  
 
 
Figure 3.: Result chart 
From the results shown in the table 2 we can see that there is difference between agents from group with size of 
watched neighbourhood 1 and agents from other groups. Agents with smallest watched surroundings have biggest 
profits. 
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5. Summary 
 
Simulation of stock market based on multiagent system has been implemented in programming language C# 
because of its flexibility and expandability. Many different parameters of model can be modified and it is possible to 
watch impact of these changes to results of simulation. Graphic and tables make results of simulation more lucid. 
Simulation can be used by users (students) to watch and learn effect of different presets of system to development of 
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